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with the re-releasing of the films back on home video in the late 1990s, many of the prints
seen in the following years were copies of the original 16-millimeter prints made for star

trek: the motion picture, and as such are of a far lower standard than the remastered
prints. the original audio was left untouched, as was the full frame aspect ratio. a re-

release in 2000 called the "best of both worlds" edition of the first season was a straight
re-release of the original audio, with no additional enhancements or remastering done to

the video. the first season remastering project was scheduled to be released with the
following versions of the six episodes: while it was suggested by many that the original

versions are superior to the remastered ones, michael okuda, the project supervisor, has
vehemently denied this, saying, the original masters were never intended to be released
in the first place. in fact, i'm now convinced that the remastering was a very poor job. i

find it very hard to believe that our fans would prefer a later-day copy of the original film
to a crisp, clean, clear, and uncensored one from the 1960s. we're not going to release
anything that's lower in quality. despite this, the first season remastering project was

released in this way, as was the third season remastering project. the only way to get the
original "anamorphic" video for the first season remastering project was to purchase it
from a retail outlet. it was around this time that paramount studios, in the wake of the

franchise's phenomenal success in the late 1990s, decided to finally grant them
permission to release the original versions of the films on home video, as long as the
remastered versions were also included. the intention was to release the remastered

versions of the first three seasons back-to-back and the second three together. however,
this was not to be as the first season remastering project, for which paramount had

actually paid a substantial amount of money to cbs to acquire the original prints, was
delayed a lot and even when it finally did come out, it was in the form of a product with

limited international release. in america, the first season remastering project was the only
version of the first season available on home video until the release of the best of both

worlds version of the first season in 2000. while the first season remastering project was
released on home video, the second season remastering project was not released until

the fall of 2002, by which time the first season remastering project had already been out
on home video for nearly a year. the third season remastering project, however, was

released in america in 2004.
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while the quality of the visual effects for star trek has improved significantly over the years, all the
models and sets that have been created for the series have been built around the original plans

provided by the art departments. as a result, there have been several occasions where a model has
been created, only to be replaced by the next film. david nelson, who also worked on the post-

production of the voyage home, explained in the magic of tribbles: star trek movies are one of the
few productions where the crew is seen in a lot of different costumes. most of the time, for example,
on the bridge of a starship, the crew will be wearing a uniform that looks the same, and costumes in
different ships will be different, even if they're all starfleet uniform. the thought was to make sure
that the individual crew members were different in their appearances. the same principle is used
here - although many of the crew members will wear the same uniforms in this movie, they are

wearing different costumes, so that the guys on the bridge look different. [27] in october 2013, cbs
digital announced that the remastered blu-ray and dvd releases of the first ten star trek films were
being planned for the first half of 2014, with the first release set for may 2014. [14] the re-released

star trek films would thus enjoy a simultaneous, home video release on the same day as their
theatrical release, as part of the cbs/paramount plan to re-establish a home video release for the
franchise with the release of the 2009 star trek film. the four-disc set would include the following

features: 5ec8ef588b
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